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Dear Reader,
  Welcome to the first issue of Symmetry Pebbles in its new format – the e-zine, launched at the end 
of what could be described as eventful Summer: Norway came under attack from a deluded and 
unnecessarily extreme mentalist, Britain was mobbed, robbed and in many cases set alight, needless 
to say the Middle East is still in a state of colossus, and the weather system has spent another 
British Summer tossing and turning in its bleak yet mainly neurotic bed – I write this as great 
gloopy drops of rain are slugged down upon my windowpane like heavy mucus, and thus I present 
this issue with bright paradisical colours and a warmth of high quality, brave, edgy and beautiful 
poetry to put a new spark into the end of a season and to let the swallows fly back to their most 
Southern homes with the grace that they deserve.
  The selection process for this first issue involved picking the poems that not only struck a chord in 
terms of talent and technical ability but that also sat well with the general vibe, flow and ethos of 
the publication – poems that gave a good first impression and as a part of a whole issue helped paint 
an initial picture of what Symmetry Pebbles is all about. I started Symmetry Pebbles as a platform 
for poets with likeminded literary taste to my own to get their work seen, knowing how difficult it 
can be to get our slightly more leftfield poetry put into public view. I am keen on pushing 
boundaries through art, particularly through the act of writing, and even more so, writing poetry. I 
find my natural reading eye seeks out literature that brings new subjects to light, subjects that are 
bold, brave and challenging aswell as old, tried and tested subjects that have been given a new spin, 
shown from a new angle or have had a new light cast upon them. I also find myself seeking 
language and form that is playful and captivating, and whether traditional or non, finds a new way 
of presenting itself. I hope you will find the poems presented in this issue stimulating and thought 
provoking – I feel a lot of ground has been covered in terms of subject matter, from a lover's meet 
in Venice, to the meaning of poetry, to the end of humanity – there should be a poem for everyone, 
as well as an interview piece with a selected poet from the issue, which I hope to make ongoing 
with every issue, highlighting a poet and giving them a further chance to display what makes them.
  As you read on I shall be working my way through the submission pile once more on the look out 
for the poetry that will bring a glorious climax to your Autumn and mine. I am looking forward to 
scavaging through the fallen bronze and copper leaves for the new golden and glistening dew 
dropped gems that await the rustle from the soles of my old boots. 
Enjoy Issue #1.
Regards,
Richard Thomas - Editor
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For At Least 10 Damsels

For what you put up with, morning, noon and nights of your lives,
I, in clear conscience, breathe, and sit back in a rocker, cupped hands behind head.

For what you are dulled by, morning, noon and nights of your lives,
I, regretless, kick a can down the street, nice rhythm in stride.

For how you are battered, degraded, ignored and bored,
I am confident, rolling an air filled cigarette, that I taste with great pride.

For what you have that you keep,
I am sorry, but happy its all not mine.
 
I breathe, kick, roll, rest happy, fair praised by my conscience that I was not so bad a passing 
stranger --- for what you put up with in your lives - morning, noon and nights.
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A   V I S I T
 
Awake, Il
Duce, after restless
sleep,
and face a day
that maybe will not end in dusk.
Visit Gianna
X
and with her entertain
illusion.
 
The walk to
her apartment is not
far,
through which the shrieked
piazza squabbles plague my ears.
But waiting for
me
there's her scent, embrace, her
sweet caress.
 
Imagine
Shakespeare wrote sonatas
yet
not sonnets; sweet
Tadzio not Romeo, doomed
Siegfried, whose thrice-
blessed
kiss replaces Shylock's
foiled revenge.
 
I need to
cleanse from out my hair and
skin
the tourist stench
of Venice squares and murky air.
But sacred is
her
touch and perfumed trace I'll
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ever keep.
 

Japanese Plum

Each year
Beyond winter
The Japanese
Plum
Standing twisted
And knuckled
With age
Still
Rends brownish earth,
Reaching for
Chemistry of growth

Reflex of regeneration
Surges in angular branches;
Through old bark
New sprouts
Pushed
By the intensity
Of green
Leaf
And multiply
Into

             Spring.
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Seascape

1. Walking here 
with you
on these narrow
strands

of clean air
& imagination
only.

2. Delight entering
despite sorrows
that already
call us
away.

3. Eased by
this rising moon,
the tide’s darkening
stain surges

onto wet
waiting sand
thrust inward
toward the yielding
reluctant shore.

4. Tentative, at first,
this receding
inflowing discourse
of wave and
cleft-split rock:

5. The ambiguous edge
barely perceptible
now against 
the sea’s
widening urge.

The surf out there
like a pulse quickened 
to the heart.
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two cardinals

flame wings chasing flame
ignite from the ground
into the oaks

there, then there again 
ahead on the wooded
path before me

like tossed fire they set
the morning trees ablaze, 

outflaming even the sun
in their quick rising.

The Bullets (in the dance of the swallows) 

breathe to sketch
this silence and its flock, 
bleating

upon this delicate place
of sky extending its blue
beyond blue borders, 

they, like the hands of wind 
blade in spheres
of underlight: 

and quiz the eye 
and doubt, and double again,
and undo as quick

as love or violence.  
And like a voice to linger;  
rise from the meadow’s
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whitening iris
of sun, to hold its breath – 
then exhale as they fly 

slaughtered, in this soundless 
extradition of souls. 
From love through lit beyonds

and arced arrays, they lastly
kiss the blue of mountains 
at dusk, and tip the dead 

from the burning grasses 
into open mouths,
open hands.

         No Exit To Red Cow Crossing

         There once was an anyone George
who lived with a crazy woman, a
crazy woman, a crazy woman

but if you have time
to read only one thing this week

this is our recommendation:
Electric Shock Emergency Action

1. Switch off power
2. Call for assistance
3. If power cannot be switched off,

push or pull casualty clear of the electrical source,
using any dry non conductive material to safeguard yourself

4. Check for response—if no response, open the airway
and remove any obvious obstruction from the mouth.

If ever they had to open George’s airway they’d find
this poem

lodged like a chicken bone in his throat.

Plant room.
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British Transport Police.
Vending point....

Some parts of the universe are closed areas
that operate like machines, but these form
only a small part of the universe. Welcome
to Exeter St Davids. In response to your feedback
we’ve made a number of improvements
to your station

and we have many more
to make over the coming months.

Passengers must not cross the line.
Passengers must not pass this point.
Staff and public must use the footbridge.
No access to Red Cow Crossing.
The walking route to Red Cow Crossing

is via the Great Western Trains overflow car park.
George with time to kill

paces the platform
waiting to meet a crazy woman

off the 21.08 from Paddington. George thinks
all women are crazy but believes this woman

crazier than most.
Danger.

Lift machine.
No entry for unauthorised persons.

Empathy
isn’t at all the same thing as putting yourself
in another person’s place.

Flowers...the perfect Xmas gift.
Think sofas.

Anger management tour.
Do you have any views of your own?
If so please complete and return the ‘Your Views’ form

available from all stations.

‘I want to see trees and fields,’
George imagines himself writing.

‘I want to see a heron poised motionless
by a sparkling stream, but I keep on waking

into the same dream
of a room in a house with a leaky roof,
water drip-drip-dripping from a beam
and a variety of puzzle pieces scattered on the floor.
I close my eyes with a sense of urgency.

There has to be a way to travel—
there has to be a way of gaining entry

to the closed-off regions of my brain.’
George closes his eyes
and stares....
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Automatic External Defibrillator (AED)
For Use by Trained Personnel Only.

To read, anything
from public notices in railway stations

to Don Quixote de la Mancha,
from instruction manuals

to Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
is to look

into your own mind
through another person’s spectacles,

is to tread
in another person’s footprints.
If you trespassed on the railway last year and lived...

just think of the hundreds who didn’t.

To release and reclaim £1 coin
1. Push trolley into stack
2. To retrieve £1.00 take loose red key-plate

and insert into left hand side of lock box.
To think in words—

given that you didn’t invent
a single one of those words—

is to shuffle and repeat, shuffle and repeat, shuffle and repeat
(1) what you have read,
(2) what you have heard.

Parked trolleys do not contain coins.
Do not allow children to ride on trolleys.
If you trespassed on the railway last year...

just think of the hundreds who didn’t.
The train now approaching platform 3 is the....

Parent with baby changing facilities.
Every new baby

launched into the thick of the specific
is a philosopher of genius,

consciousness no problem,
but all of that gets so quickly whittled down
to a sort of metal framework, a box,
something like a railway carriage,
everything speeding by in a blur

except the dirt on the window.

For reasons of safety and punctuality
the train doors will close 30 seconds
before departure time. We are like dreamers.

Don’t get carried away!
If you don’t intend to travel
please do not board the train.

Once the doors
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have been closed and locked
they will not be reopened, for security reasons.

We are like dreamers. We don’t like
generalisations about humanity, those lofty
third-person-plural pronouncements
that claim to speak for us all.

Don’t include me,
we knee-jerk. We reserve the right
to select and apply our own war-paint.
This refurbishment programme could take
several months to complete. However
we will do our utmost to minimise
any obstruction to public areas.

We are not everyman.
We are not everywoman.

Could we do more?
We value your comments and suggestions.
Could we do better? Some of our best ideas

come from our customers.
There she is!

On time. But the wrong platform.
And coming from the wrong direction.
And no announcement.

There she is!
George’s heart beats faster.
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One Winter

one childhood winter I lay sick
at home until the fever shrank
into my bedclothing then I 
went out to ski in the night I
inhabited
                         new snow under
a streetlight on the dead main drag
looked yellow bringing the taste of
medication to my mind and
now the fever inhabited
my longjohns or did I have
a pyjama bottom on
            winter
and night were my sickroom and I
wanted to lie down and pick at
the yellow bedclothing of snow
not needing to go inside when
I had night and winter
                         day did
not have to come because sunlight
would not have mattered and either
my eye had a tinted lens or
the snow was in an old movie
with Rod Cameron
            but winter
remained immediate and I
had skied out in it weak or not
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Church of the Patron of the Paratroops

Goth-American we were
                                       young
                     from
spired wheatland of July
on a mating sortie to the
altiplano
                     who would have known
what music had to go into
that road
                                       you con mehico por
                                       a shope
                     or the mockery
                     at
Tamazunchale we took with
beer the word awaiting at San
Miguel
                                       one-night stand or
                                       marriage
                                       so either way
                                       you gotta pay
                                       we have
                                       a madman in
                                       the White
                                       House
                     but
gringhita haven had
a New York accent
                     lovelier
                     than braying any night
                                       como
                                       se llaman
                                       las flores
                                       Nan who
                                       went to
                                       Guanajuato for the
                                       day
                                       did you say
and when rain
opened up in such country
of rock and thorn did it matter
                     when
bougainvillea followed
with a scent who would have known yet
wartime in the memory of
a woman at the table
                     Dutch
                     nobility
went on
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                                       they were
                                       pigs
                                       pigs I hated
                                       every
                                       German do
                                       not talk to
                                       me of
                                       Vietnam you have
                                       not known pig
                                       rule
we wanted only to move
up an arched hallway and find what
guitar music or in the next
room a corrida of old white
men
                     drunk
another part of the
grand sanguination
                     to hear in
                     wood-smoky bell-ridden dawn a
                     woman walking on cobble
                                       take
                     her
                                       una americana
                     to the roof that evening and
                     try to sing La Paloma
                                       words
of our own were waiting at
the Jardín after paseo
                                       I hung my head
                                       with the dead sun
                                       in the campanile
                                       then I hear the word worm
                                       not
                                       the bottled
                                       one
anyway what rose in the 
night right there had clarity
                                       La
                                       Parroquia de San Miguel
                                       Arcángel
a stone arrowhead
into heaven
                     the warring man
                     Allende
had known it that it
meant sanguination
                                       chapitel
                                       de torre
                     Michael
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                                       patrono
                                       de los paracaidistas
looked down and we were not to hang
our heads in that belfry who
would have known
                     Goths had already
                     been on the pink altiplano

Orpheus
(“Meaning”)
 
What do you mean by a poet?
            A person who writes, without being a writer.
 
A person who writes,
            Being a writer.
 
What do you mean, writer?
            A poet, without being a poet.
            Who writes without.
 
Without what?
            A person.
 
Who?
            What do you mean?
            A writer.
 
A person who writes without being a writer?
            Do you mean a poet?
 
A being who, without writ(ing) by mean(s)—a poet. 
 
What do you mean by a poet?
            A person who writes, without being a writer.
 
… 
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(My love. I will follow you. Yes, forever.)

Residing in Ontario, Canada, Peter Tetro is a poet 
who's exploring something a little different. Since the 
60's, on hearing his professor claim that we know 
more about the physiology of a cow than we do 
Woman's, Peter has been pondering and exploring 
Woman and her relationship with creation, something 
that we are just as awed by now as we were on the 
arrival of Eve or Aphrodite. I caught up with Peter to 
get a further glimpse into what makes him tick and a 
closer look into the background of his work.

Peter, when did you start writing poetry and 
how did you get into it?
 
I began writing poems in my mid 20s (1960s) 
after meeting in Montreal, as a Sightseeing 
Guide, a North Carolinian on her way to the 
Sorbonne to complete her PhD in French 
Literature. We had supper and completely 
infatuated I began addressing poems to her. 
They were unsophisticated and full of 18th or 
19th century themes (High School stuff). 
Although I did discover an aptitude for 
rhyming, I've remained clueless about poetic 
metrifications. Though I did meet her on her 
return, she was more interested in pursuing her 
career. Another lesson learned! 

Are there any writers or artists you take 
inspiration from?

I did, then, begin to read anthologies, especially 
of English and French poets. My interests have 
been more centred in the philosophical and 
psychological relationships between humans, 
especially man and woman. I was especially 
interested in Carl Jung, the French 
Existentialists and Theilhard de Chardin, 
Thomas Merton et.al. The American literature 
resulting from the so called Sexual Revolution 
provided analytical insights into the 
relationships then unfolding. I have always been 
drawn to the portraying of woman by the 
Masters down through the centuries, with 
Picasso punctuating the mid 20th century's 
response with a few new pointed questions 
rather than clear answers.
  I need to mention that at the age of 40, with a 
still young family and new employment, I was 
asked to decide what most mattered to me: the 
intellectual pursuits through my studies and 
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poetic responses or my family commitments? I 
chose by destroying every poem and journal 
developed to that day. It turned out to only be a 
deep cleansing of the intellect-soul and not the 
threatened traumatic upheaval that had first 
stayed my resolve. What now exists returned to 
the blank sheets some 5 years later and I've not 
stopped since.
 
Do you have a collection published or any 
plans to publish one?

I do have a collection waiting. It comprises 
more than 100 poems written over some 25 
years, dealing with the wonders of our sexuality 
and the relationships between the four realities 
of Existence. They are Woman, Man, the 
Universe cum Earth and God. Though written 
without any specific intent other than from that 
inspired space we all possess, they took on a 
cohesiveness upon reading, in 2010, Pope John 
Paul II's Man and Woman He Created Them: A 
Theology of the Body .
 
http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/documents
bytype.php?aut_id=1&doc_typ_id=34
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theology_of_the_B
ody
 
'...OUR SEXUALITY NEEDS 

TO BE APPROACHED 
WITH THE SAME MOIST 
APPROACH THAT OUR 
BEINGS EXPERIENCE 

PHYSICALLY, 
EMOTIONALLY AND 

SPIRITUALLY AND ONLY A 
POEM OR A FINE 

PAINTING OR MUSICAL 
COMPOSITION CAN DO 

JUSTICE TO THAT'
 
What's the poetry scene like where you live in 
Ontario, Canada?

I'm no expert, however, poetry has a life of its 
own. Most cities have several poetry circles and 
there are a number of opportunities to seek local 
publication. In Kingston, Queen's University has 
a small circle of published proffessors and their 
students. Readings, especially when there is an 
open mic, will draw up to 30 persons of a 
session. 
  I often attend and read at two regular monthly 
series. At one of them, there is usually a guest 
who provides insight into what is currently in 
favour, followed by opportunity to read one 
poem only. At the other we often have more 
than 5 minutes each to read our stuff. Almost all 
attending are writers and the span of experience 
is wide indeed. Mostly I have benefited from 
watching others read. Sometimes the host, who 
has a radio program, will allow us to hear our 
taped presentation. That is both beneficial and 
humbling.  Bruce Kauffman posted in "finding a 
voice" on CFRC 101.9fm. 
  My greatest inspiration has come from surfing 
through the sites below. Each of the thousands 
of poetry sites provides ample opportunity to 
access, read and study the accepted works of 
others. The internet has provided a truly 
nourishing modern day approach to the 
international scene.
 
http://www.laurahird.com/litmagcentral.html
http://www.duotrope.com/index.aspx
 
You have an interest in Woman and her 
relationships with creation which you explore 
within your poetry. You said this was 
triggered by a professor, tell me some more 
about what draws you to this subject. It's 
quite a bold subject to tackle, have you ever 
found your personal opinion on it has 
sparked a difference of opinion among 
readers of your poetry? 
 
Each phase in my life has helped shape the poet 
I now am.
  I spent the last four years of my elementary 
education in an exclusive Montreal bilingual 
boarding school operated in the mother house of 
a religious order of nuns. Though pre-pubescent, 
I was able to look upon many new postulants 
and novices who literally glowed with a beauty 
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which only in later years would I understand as 
being implanted by a metaphysical force 
permeating their dedicated lives.
  Later in a segregated Jesuit Catholic High 
School setting, raging hormones only tempered 
by hard study and participation in sports, the so 
called Sexual Revolution beckoned beyond the 
school grounds. Mostly we were regaled by 
centrefolds that whet untested appetites most 
teenage women were equally unlikely to 
assuage to respond to. Later, given my want, I 
began reading the female authors of the day, 
Simone de Beauvoir, Betty Friedan, Susan 
Sarandon et.al. What's it all about, I eventually 
wondered, given how a simple hand-in-hand 
walk with chaste kiss before separating had me 
walking on air, while thoughts of doing "it" did 
not even come to mind.
  There I was in a regular weekly 1964 honours 
economics seminar (up to six students) listening 
to Fr. Bill Ryan, S.J., PhD from Harvard, 
expound on the economic climate in the 
developed world. He was being prophetic about 
the influence of the Chicago School in leading, 
at least our North American economics, to its 
current recessionary state. As a Catholic I 
questioned him on how he could so easily 
accept their "survival of the fittest" approach to 
meeting our daily human needs. He wisely 
indicated that I was prejudging those directions. 
Moreover, how could we actually determine 
what our daily human needs were when our 
society knew more about the physiology of the 
cow than it did that of woman. That was the 
conumdrum I evidently set out to answer. And, 
despite the enormous quantity of data we have 
on the physiological and to some extent the 
psychological realities of woman, little is openly 
discussed or understood of her metaphysical 
realities, which are not confined to being a 
virgin. Realities, which I have set out to address 
through my poetry, since I am the other half of 
our humanity and do attribute metaphysical 
qualities to our most intimate sexual 
propagations, without which we will cease, as a 
species, to exist. 
  All of the above finally have been drawn 
together through the wisdom of Blessed John 
Paul II's Theology of the Body, as indicated 
above.

  Other than for your inquiries, there has been 
little feedback. I did not expose the works until 
a few years ago and suspect that either no one 
wants to know more or else finds it easier to 
ignore the works, as being, in your words, quite 
bold to tackle. 

'...A WRITER ALWAYS 
HOPES TO BE 
RELEVANT...'

One of the things that attracted me to the 
three poems of yours published in this issue 
was the fact that you obviously have a knack 
for making such complex themes accessible 
for those of us who were previously not as 
informed on such themes. Is this something 
that came naturally to you in your 
understanding of the subject and your ability 
to translate your knowledge and views, or is 
this a skill you have honed gradually?
 
Although a writer always hopes to be relevant, I 
simply sat down, often of an early morning and 
let my impassioned thoughts fill the pages. 
Later, there was much pruning and technical 
applications and even experiments with 
different styles, e.g. "less is more", easy on the 
rhyme etc. These were often inspired by the 
work of others I happened upon. Actually, I used 
poetry because of its license with language. 
What I had to say might have been more 
professionally rendered in essay form. But our 
sexuality needs to be approached with the same 
moist approach that our beings experience 
physically, emotionally and spiritually and only 
a poem or a fine painting or musical 
composition can do justice to that.
 
I took the liberty of Googling your name 
recently, you have appeared in your fair 
share of literary publications, do you find 
getting your work published easier the more 
publication names you have behind you? Do 
you find publishers give you more of a look 
when they see your poetry resume? 
 
There are publishers who have an affinity for as 
long a list of previous publications as possible, 
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perhaps to attest to their ability in identifying 
winners before publishing them. Other sites 
clearly are intended for a small stable of 
accredited poets, with little opportunity for new 
entrants. Personally, I attempt to direct my 
works to literary publications that may be open 
to my subject matter. I am perhaps batting .150, 
without losing heart. I scan the weekly 
Duotrope's Digest download, looking for 
upcoming themes that might correlate to what I 

do have to offer. 
  I will say this, like most Canadians who are 
not yet an accepted member of what is called 
Can-Lit, the odds of having anything published 
here in Canada are narrow indeed. Ours is a 
small market, therefore we seek abroad.

Thanks for this insight into the ways of your 
work, Peter, I am sure we will all see plenty 
more of you in the literary world to come.

Intrigued? Take a look for yourself with Peter's poems God's Wit, Abstract and 
Cosmic Clock:
 
              God’s Wit!

Oh! the clit, the clit!
Only a God would have the wit
                                      create it
                          out of the Bang!
          outwardly expanding
celestially pulsing
          crucible of matter
                   light years elastic
                           throbbing on its tip
tucked within the lips
this poem of Creation
that sets the whole
                   to briefly sing 
beyond the fetters of mere mortality.

Ode to the Creator
it waits to be freed
unlocking hints
      life is whole
           no death beyond 
questions
           unanswered
                   in hard metallic words
         only sensed and felt
     by the unbound possessor.

“Clitoris: a small organ at the
anterior or ventral part of the 
vulva homologous to the penis.”
                         Merriam-Webster
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Abstract

Picasso saw life in the abstract
as from the whole he'd extract
the individual pieces,
unknown little psycho niches
dimensionally arrayed
on the rough canvas displayed,
part man, part pan
reassembled in his plan
to reflect thru' the glass
mirrored in his oil to last
a vision born within the soul,
informed psyche to unfold
bold, hard and real
the mind to unseal
and open to untold dreams
the Master Planner's schemes.

It was a man's assault,
full of unique thought
jarring the conventional
unconsciously intentional,
kaleidoscope of male molecules
reassembled to complex jewels,
portraying the human's plight
bombs and guns had set to flight.

It is his women that we notice,
they are the centre of his focus,
for what Euro man unleashed
through her the genius impeached
as in the abstract of his mind
a new Venus there did find
giving rise to a new order,
framed by woman at its border. 

Modern woman was his vision
painted with nascent conditions,
beyond the grasp of old religions.
State politics, ethics or genetics
purged through the new aesthetics
inviting her to redefine
within herself, a new self find.

Was it to save the world
gone mad and all awhirl?
The collective unconscious
conjured through this man, his hand,
a new dimension of global hope…
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woman beneath the microscope
still alive in the gaudy hues
breast and rump the only clues,
his sex brushing into her womb
the sperm of the painter-groom
there gestate and await
till post war woman
ventured her new birth.

                                               Cosmic Clock

                                                The hands round the face
     the cosmic dial
         sun, moon, stars
            ecological essence
               tugging sheets of sea 
            higher up
         the headlands
     stirring the body fluids
  imperceptibly
   as the eternal pulse
    picks 
     the beat
      that generates the heat
      travelling down the spine
       to round the hips
       slip to the clitoral tip
       informed that it is time
      to climb within that totality
     whose door has opened
    revealing a cosmic reality
  swelling between her legs
 spreading invitations
 for blood-hard incantations
  fused between the two
    begetting a third 
      deep in the fecund womb
       infused with that Spirit,
       the same that became Man
       in the loins of a young Virgin
       while Angels sang
       wise men came to venerate.

       “It’s time,” she says,
   “be gentle, soft and hard
 while I slip away in space
 from the chains of time
  encasing
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      my awesome rhythm
       fathoming inside
         whose waves will
            peak and crest…
                                   till I return 
      the universe re-ordered
  within its own cosmic time.”

Song for a Blue Violin
 
Where the seed falls, the plant grows
but what are we growing today?
Once we sowed kindness;
now there is greed
where the seedpod
meets the clay.
 
Where the seed falls, the plant grows
but what we are growing today?
Where once we found wisdom
now there is spin
and our legends
wither away.
 
Where the seed falls, the plant grows
but what are we growing today?
Where once we looked out
we are shrinking in.
We grow smaller 
every day.
 
Where the seed falls, the plant grows
but what are we growing today?
Where once there were roses
now there are thorns
and our life blood
seeps away.
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Oh Deer 

Two years old. 
Clean-shot at 4pm. 
Dead deer swinging. 
  
Dead deer swinging headfirst. 
Suspended from a bar of wood 
Hammered through its anklebones. 
  
7ft long. Eyes open. Tongue out. 
Dead deer swinging in the 
Low light of the barn. 
  
Wiry, ginger coat. 
Hallow hairs for warmth. 
Stone cold dead deer swinging, 
Moist mud between its toes. 
  
One drip of blood echoes 
In the tin bucket beneath 
The dead deer’s swinging head. 
  
Rooted, in horrified awe. 
Want to run, cry, and vomit and hug it. 
  
I hold a horn in each hand. 
Rock on my heels, swinging with 
The dead deer, swinging. 

The slit up its belly yawns like 
A bloody cunt. And I touch its tongue. 
I don’t know why – still soft. 
Oh my dear, my dear, my dear 
Dead deer swinging around my neck.
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Stopwatch

Everyone is dead.
Slumped against steering wheels,
on the floors of kitchens and bedrooms,
face down in swimming pools.

Bodies litter the malls,
the halls of prestigious universities,
they're in hospitals and sports bars,
at desks in corporate offices.

In the centre of the oval office
lays the body of our president,
maggots crawl out
from beneath her eyelids.

The rats beneath the streets
lift their heads and twitch their noses.
Vultures fly off trees
into waves of decay.

Remnants of humanity crumble,
are buried, eroded and grown over.
We are dust and fossils; we are history.
The planet is lush and productive.

Out in an unnamed ocean
a new breed of dolphin is born,
its flippers more like modified claws.
One day, it will use them to grasp the shoreline.
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I am the Dam(ned)

The girl in the window, 
she points at me,
an enigmatic light 
exposing her treasury,
the need to be used
by a gang of nudes,
a fire in the heart 
of my swing moods,
the lips of another
come full of lust,
turning pure gold
into Arabian dust,
the shiver turns in
on my own strife,
for the trials of love
are the trials of life.
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The Veil
 
Beneath the dusty black veil
I was an owl perched alone
in a barren Winter tree,
watching...waiting 
for any signs of life.
When the veil lifted
I wasn't sure what I'd find:
crow's feet that had dug 
their way into sensitive skin,
worry lines jumbled along 
an expansive map of forehead,
or gums that receded 
like an ocean tired 
of chasing the shore.
But there you were
with your poetry and soft eyes
standing at the edge of night,
a piece of sunlight
that was mine to admire,
hold in my hands,
and wrap myself inside
like a warm golden robe.
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                     Locked Into Dualism

The ball will not bounce, steel canvas, floor markings to measure its 
rubber tracks. Stand in the idyll of the island. Step onto its boulevard, 
dance in its piazza. Freedom within sides is a retrogression, id within 
id, solvent, ethereal, edge of space. “Draw me into the outside to walk 
an inner feeling.” Let the sky infiltrate the bluing front wall. Let the 
left quarter close in, shuttering the sun. Herringbone and houndstooth. 
“Not  before  the  double  yellow  dots  meet,”  Jean  Metzinger  says, 
pulling in the thermospheric layers like worsted fabric. No noise or 
draught, tiny carvings scratched onto the astragal.
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Making Sense of Investing

Total Account Value
striding down the path of complete wreckage

Value One Month Ago
a few other choices

Value One Year Ago
when I met you I heard you

Value Summary

This Period
Beginning value when I met you I heard you
Assets added to account synaptic sensations
Income the beginning of desire
Assets withdrawn from account (abandoning the skin)
Change in value the truth about being in love

Ending Value striding 
down the path of complete wreckage

Retirement Summary
This Period Cumulative

2011 Profit Sharing/Non-Elective Contributions that was a secret amputation
2010 Profit Sharing/Non-Elective Contributions sleep eludes me I still love him

Investment and Other Activity
Description Quantity Amount
unfortunate I found another answer tormenting me
we no longer exist in this labyrinth of thought (taking you back)
entangled (the others hear) thrashin
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Dig 

Should I dig some more of the earth today?
What shattered lighthouse bulb and what riches
Should my shovel clank amongst the decay?
The brittle bones laid about in ditches
Make each treasure I find more exciting
Comparing it with the cracked skull I shook
In my cupped hands after Monday's digging,
Or Tuesday's find of a fisherman's hook.
There's got to be an array of wonder
Scattered below amongst the stinking dead,
If I just root underneath a shoulder
Of a farmer's loved one who'd never wed.

I may find beauty and could sell my land,
Move to the sea with five rings on each hand.
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Shiva, Waking
 
When it wakes,
the atoms will unzip with ease:
 
sing themselves apart, vibrate,
like sunlight splits seedpods
or as lips open to a kiss.
 
Listen to this -
a spill of microcosms
will let loose from greenwoods
as if their electron lisped rumours
could unravel mass
into random acts of song.
 
It is stirring.
Look for particles come
through the parting of petals,
through the crackle of power supplies,
the hiss of rain,
the splitting of a ripened pod,
or anywhere feet take up incoming beat
and a tune tangs the tips of our tongues.
 
Listen. Listen –
the signs will be a neutrino, a proton
percussing a rhyme into city streets
as colour abstracts in artists' eyes.
 
Dimensions in their raw
will awake, emerge,
will catch our breath in their wind-shear,
rattle up our backbones as if
they searched for a long-lost love.
Be assured, it will happen.
 
Our instincts will teach us to read the signs;
perhaps through the soles of our feet,
one step-by-step as they dance us back
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to what once belonged in the truth of our eyes
for the coming, the coming,
it is coming,
it is coming,
and is coming in our time.

Advanced Kissology

Albert abandoned his violin:
that to which he had been addicted, 
now played second fiddle to his affections for Camilla

beyond any measure of common sense, and consequently, 
Camilla’s cool for this handsome fool
even convinced herself that such passion was in an abundant supply

and she consumed this in an undue fashion:
dismissing the authenticity of Albert’s bliss
(although accepting dinner dates and gifts and bouquets
whose blooms spoke soliloquies in scented petals ).

Blue-eyed, porcelain skinned Camilla was a cold fish,
despite the fact she responded in flush and flourish
to acts they choreographed between the sheets:

‘it just works up an appetite,’ she said,
‘for flavours and cravings beyond this exchange.’
For she had her eyes on other prizes, 
out of a humble musician’s price-range.

Camilla criticised the way Albert kissed:
‘There is just something missing.’ she said.
Albert felt the claws of fate scratch at his heart,
the icy breath of farewell bristle the hairs on the back of his neck;
 
as Camilla took up with a sailor on Saturdays,
a salsa-dance star on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
and a father-figure, twice her age, on other days in the week.

And Albert - how Albert wept and wept; 
and was only soothed by tunes he reclaimed
and played, with his bow like a wand on his violin 
as if healing the strings of his heart,

acknowledging betrayal not just on his behalf
but to his art –
for the heart can be fickle even to oneself when
surrendered to the disarming charms of someone else.
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Albert perfected his technique like never before – 
and his old orchestra re-opened their doors
to their prodigal prodigy, promoting him to play first violin
in concertos by Stravinsky, Vivaldi, Mozart,
reconciling artist with his art.

And it was one evening after rehearsals
that Albert, standing at the bar of the Star and Union Inn, 
cast his eyes upon the barmaid, Monique; 
and any curse that might have been 
common or even unique to his situation, 
gave way right there; for this dark-eyed beauty 
who wore roses in her hair, kissed Albert

with lips like petals to bees sipping nectar,
licking tongue upon tongue flicking tongue-tip, 
kissing, soft-lipped, rough-lipped, and a tender nip to the lower lip 
kissed him all the way home, kissed the loneliness out of him, 
kissed a triumphant shout out of his bones
while biology’s juices rushed in advanced kissology
all the way home from the heat of Earth’s core. 
And then - encore. And more.

And so it came to pass that the Muses favoured Albert,
the art of kissing consecrating their status too, upon Monique,
whose passions beat like butterflies wings on her tongue 
and ran like deepest rivers between her thighs.

And soon, a hundred concert halls filled to hear 
Albert, who also spilled his sound around the streets via amplifiers,
and thrilled the crowds that came and chanted his name 
and who swayed, stunned, spellbound by the music his strings made,
and all of them touched as if by melodious kisses.

Camilla heard word of all of this, and was impressed;
but she did not attend. She had now befriended and bedded an athlete, 
and decided that no other man would compete with him 
to fill the emptiness that echoed, echoed in her soul;
and she turned up the stereo’s loud rock and roll 
to drown out the sound of orchestral adagios 
that ribboned like Shangri-la scenting the air,

rejecting Albert’s ambient recitals: those soothing refrains
that still heal the sick with their tender strains
and bring sight to unseeing eyes.

And even now Camilla denies 
her regret for rejecting the music of love;
and though lovers are many and rattle her headboard
with Kama-Sutra stamina and the subtleties of percussion,
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she plummets before the summit of her passion

unconsciously longing for Albert’s  kissing.
And she tries to fill the ache inside 
with what she thinks she is missing.

The Last Historian Of These Long Elephant Days
 
This fascination with marbles,
smooth pebbles - anything
to tame the earth
 
because gravity is a six-foot
dungeon
 
No sense defying, the weight
can't wait, so handful
 
in his pockets, he keeps himself ready
and the preening current,
(Ms. Woolf was watching a pebble
thud, thud, thudding at her feet
as she combed for the last time)
 
Hours here roll by, bleeding sun sets
the day, and he lives to sigh, sigh, sigh
to the singsong assault of jackhammers
break, break, breaking the walls
of his room
 
Tonight he will let the cat out,
then starve the fish in the aquarium,
he needs more
 
space for these
long elephant days
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the river can wait
 

Silence of the Seabirds
 
Perhaps we were born into water
 
We skim bodies with our eyes
 
Close as a kiss to the glass heart
 
Of these protean seas 
 
We have nothing. But, wings,
 
Bearing our weight, they wear out
 
So soon our dreams wither
 
Like dead leaves drowning in the waves

Disquieted by the silence of the seabirds
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